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I have questions

• measure need to be appropriate for goals – the goal in 
many cases is per hectare value of services

• goals: what exactly would be paid for?
• so just how would you quantify the ecological functions 

on a piece of land?
• as a scientists – what do we need to measure? in what 

detail? or did we need to measure anything at all?
• and how well are we doing?
• Question One: what is natural capital and how much do 

we have
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An irrational fear

• examples of past use of natural capital 

• “We burned our boots without a contingency plan” – Gord
Downie

• Question two: How much Natural capital can you use 
before you lose key ecological functions?
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How Much natural capital do we have?

• what are the units?
• what is natural capital in ecological terms? 
• use biodiversity as a proxy measure or our ‘currency’
• use land as a unit – per hectare would align nicely with 

the scale of land ownership which is where we would 
look for paying for ecological services 
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• add up biodiversity - # of species in each taxa
– Problem: we don’t know this

• well, use a similar woods
– Problem: not all woods are that alike

• diversity per acre
– Problem: diversity (and ecological function) varies with patch size

• stop being difficult – we don’t need complete knowledge, use an indicator
– OK
– but…we don’t use natural capital evenly

• capital can regenerate
– ecological concept of irreplacability

• capital is a known entity
– natural capital contains unknown attributes and functions
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How much capital can you use?

• where you tip the balance depends on goals
• Coastal Habitat Assessment & Monitoring Program 

(CHAMP)
• How Much Habitat is Enough?
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Coastal habitat Assessment & Monitoring

• Collect data on indictor metrics
• analyze
• Indices of Biotic Integrity
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How Much Habitat is Enough?

• Thresholds – points of little or no return
• below 30% forest cover = loss of complete 

richness of forest birds 
• between 10-20% imperviousness = loss of 

stream cooling, distrupted base flow, changes 
in species composition

• works at a landscape and watershed scale, 
not at a per Ha level
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In Summary

• It is possible to measure natural capital
• and to determine how much can be safely used
• already know some of this
• but not comprehensive or consistent
• speaks to another issue – how well are we monitoring the 

integrity and health of the biosphere in Ontario?
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more thoughts…

• If we are paying for specific service at a landowner level 
we need to know what ecological functions are being 
offered – what am I buying?

• is the concept of paying for services better pursued in a 
different way? as a matter of values rather than 
economics
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at the end of the day…

• the white areas on the map…
– if we don’t assign some value – whether its monetary or not – we 

will inevitably lose ecological functions
– we need to be up to this challenge


